It is well known [5] that if the series given by (1.1) converges absolutely in a half plane Res < a, -00 < a < 00, then the series given by (1.1) represents an analytic function / in the half plane Res < a and since (1.2) holds, we have / n , >> r log I^| (1.3) a = -lim sup -r j --.
n-00 A n
For the analytic function / defined as above, let us set M(c7, /) = M(a) = sup | f(a + ti)|.
-oo<t<oo
Then M(a) is called the maximum modules of/. The order g' of / is defined as (cf.[4j)
(1.4) Emsap 0 < < 00. <7-»o -log{l -exp\(T -a)} In order to study the growth of analytic functions of order zero, the notion of logarithmic order [1] is used. Thus / is said to be of logarithmic order g if ,, v log log M{a) (1.5) lim sup ----/ = g, I < g < 00.
<r-><* loglog{l -exp((T -a)} It was observed that the notion of logarithmic order was not sufficient to compare precisely the growth of functions of same positive, finite logarithmic order. Subsequently the notion of logarithmic type was introduced by Awasthi and Dixit [2] . Hence, let / be analytic function of logarithmic order Q, 1 < Q < oo. Then / is said to be of logarithmic type where log + x = max(0, log x) for x > 0. Let us denote by D a the class of all functions / such that (i) / is given by Dirichlet series (1.1), (ii) conditions (1.2) and (1.7) are satisfied, (iii) / is analytic in the half plane Re 5 < a, (iv) / is of logarithmic order g, 1 < g < oo, and of logarithmic type < T; 0 < T < oo. We also assume that, for every / 6 D a , the same sequence of exponents {A"} is taken. Then it is easily seen that D a is a linear space over the field of complex numbers. From (1.8), it follows that a function / 6 D a , where f( s ) ~ Eñ=i a n exp(sA n ), if and only if (1.9) lim sup 1°S+{^|e x X P (aA ' t)} <T.
V ;
(log A n )e Let / € D a and 6 > 0 be given. We define oo (1.10) ||/;T-M|| = £|a n |exp{aA n -(r + ¿)(logA n )e}.
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In view of (1.9), the series on right-hand side is convergent. Let e n = e aXn ,n = 1,2, A sequence of functions {a n } Q D a is said to be linearly independent if oo yi ®n«n = 0 n=l implies a n = 0 for all n and for all sequences {a n } of complex numbers for which ^a n ) = a n ,n = 1,2,.. . r jvhere e n = exp(sA n ) and a n £ D a , is that for each 6 > 0
Proof. Let F be a continuous linear transformation from D a into D a with F(e n ) = a n ,n = 1,2, Then, for each 6 > 0, there exists a <5i > 0 and a constant K > 0 depending on 6 such that ||F(e n );r+*||< K\\e n ;T + S 1 \\, i.e. |K; T-Mil < /iexp[aA n -(T + ¿i)(log A n ) e ],
i.e. log+ ||a n ;T + S\\ < log+ K + aA n -(T + ^)(log A n )*, .
T , x ^ log 
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The series on the right-hand side is convergent, since 77 < 77' . Hence the series |a n |.||a"; T + converges for every 6 > 0. Therefore a n<*n converges to an element of Da. Let us define Thus we arrive at a contradiction, since (1.9) is not satisfied. Consequently (2.7) =• (2.6). Lastly we show that (2.6) (2.8). We thus assume that (2.6) is satisfied, but (2.8) does not hold. Therefore, there exists a sequence {a n } of complex numbers for which a n a n -• 0 in D a , but ^ a n e n is not convergent. ,.
-_ > -j-«-« log + [exp(aA n )||a";T+ 6|| Therefore max||a n a n ;T +<5|| = max{|a n |||a n ; T + ¿||} >max{|a n J||a B1 ;r + i||} >exp[(logA"J«(A-»/')] > 1 for nfc > N. This shows that the sequence {a n a n } does not converge to zero in D a for this choice of 6. Ilence {a n a n } does not converge to zero in D a , which is a contradiction. Hence (2.6) =>• (2.8). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Lastly, we state following result which is a direct consequence of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. The authors are thankful to the referee for his suggestions and comments.
